An investigation into detector limitations using evaporative light-scattering detectors for pharmaceutical applications.
Evaporative light-scattering detection (ELSD) high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is an alternative technology to low-wavelength UV analysis that is often employed when compounds lack sufficient absorptivity. Although ELSD provides an additional detector option for liquid chromatographers, studies in our laboratory indicate analyte properties may adversely affect the ability to detect certain molecules. In this investigation, a series of low-molecular-weight compounds of pharmaceutical interest are evaluated with two commercially available ELSDs. It is observed that melting point is a useful analyte property to consider in optimizing ELSD detectors. The melting point of the analyte should be significantly higher than what the compound will experience in the nebulizer/evaporator chambers to achieve the best analyte response. It is found that some analytes could not be distinguished from the evaporated mobile phase background when ELSD temperatures exceed the melting point of the compound. Though useful for many applications and of particular interest for compounds that are weak chromophores, ELSD falls short of being a "universal detector" technology. In addition to boiling points of mobile phase components, scientists should also consider the melting point and volatility of the analyte(s) when optimizing ELSD response.